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Inverse Problems

Goal: use measured data to compute “hidden” information.
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Some Large-Scale Inversion Algorithms

Transform-Based Methods

The forward problem is formulated as a certain transform 
formulate a stable way to compute the inverse transform.

Example: the inverse Radon transform for tomography.

Krylov Subspace Methods

Use the forward model to produce a Krylov subspace 
inversion amounts to projecting on this “signal subspace”
& using prior information.  Examples: CGLS, RRGMRES.

Algebraic Iterative Methods

Formulate the forward problem as a discretized problem 
inversion amounts to solving A x = b using algebraic 
properties of A & using prior information.
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Tomography = Main Application Area

Each measured data bi is the loss of intensity of a ray sent 
through the domain, i.e., a line integral of the absorption 
coefficient f(t) along ray i through the domain.

Algebraic approach: discretize f(t) into a 2D or 3D array X, 
and set up the linear system A x = b where A is large, sparse, 
and ill conditioned, x = vec(X), and b is the measured data.

Each ray inter-
sects only a few 
cells, hence A is 
very sparse.

Many rows are 
structurally 
orthogonal.
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The MATLAB Package: AIR TOOLS

Provides the user with:
 the most important algebraic iterative reconstruction methods
 presented in a common framework
 using identical functions calls
 with easy access to

o strategies for choosing the relaxation parameter,
o strategies for stopping the iterations.

The package allows the user to easily 
test and compare different methods 
and strategies on test problems.

Also: templates or “model implemen-
tations” for dedi- cated software 
(Fortran, C, Python, ...).
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Contents of this Package

ART – Algebraic Reconstruction Techniques
 Kaczmarz’s method + two variants.
 Sequential row-action methods that treat one row of A

at a time.

SIRT – Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Techniques
 Landweber, Cimmino, CAV, DROP, SART.
 These methods use all the rows of A in one iteration (i.e., they 

are based on matrix multiplications).

Making the methods useful
 Relaxation parameter choice.
 Stopping rules.

Tomography test problems
 Medical X-ray (parallel beam, fan beam), seismic travel-time
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ART Methods
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SIRT Methods Diagonally Relaxed Orthogonal Projection

Simultaneous Algebraic Reconstruction Technique
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Tomography Test Problems

Medical X-ray

Seismic travel time

Parallel beam Fan beam Sources and receives

Better medical test problems: use the SNARK09 software from CUNY.
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Regularization Thru Semi-Convergence

The minimum error is independent of both  and the method.
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Analysis of Semi-Convergence

RE: regularization error NE: noise error
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The Behavior of the Filter Factors
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Illustration of Semi-Convergence
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Analysis of Semi-Convergence – ART

??? – help is desperately needed!
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Choosing the Relaxation Parameter
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Using AIR Tools – An Example

N = 24;      % Problem size is N-by-N.

eta = 0.05;  % Relative noise level.

kmax = 20;   % Number of of iterations.

[A,bex,xex] = fanbeamtomo(N,10:10:180,32); % Test problem

nx = norm(xex); e = randn(size(bex));      %  with noise.

e = eta*norm(bex)*e/norm(e); b = bex + e;

lambda = trainLambdaSIRT(A,b,xex,@cimmino); % Train lambda.

options.lambda = lambda;                    % Iterate with

X1 = cimmino(A,b,1:kmax,[],options);      %  fixed lambda.

options.lambda = 'psi2';                    % Iterate with

X2 = cimmino(A,b,1:kmax,[],options);      %  ‘cnp’ strategy.

options.lambda = 'line';                    % Iterate with

X3 = cimmino(A,b,1:kmax,[],options);      %  line search.
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Error Histories for the Cimmino Example

All three strategies give fast semi-convergence:
• the fixed  requires training and thus a realistic test problem,
• the cnp strategy clearly controls the noise propagation,
• the line search often gives a ‘zig-zag’ behavior.
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Stopping Rules
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Using AIR Tools – Another Example
N = 24;      % Problem size is N-by-N.

eta = 0.05;  % Relative noise level.

kmax = 20;   % Number of of iterations.

[A,bex,xex] = fanbeamtomo(N,10:10:180,32); % Test problem

nx = norm(xex); e = randn(size(bex));      %  with noise.

e = eta*norm(bex)*e/norm(e); b = bex + e;

% Find tau parameter for Discrepancy Principle by training.

delta = norm(e);

options.lambda = 1.5;

tau = trainDPME(A,bex,xex,@randkaczmarz,'DP',delta,2,options);

% Use randomized Kaczmarz with DP stopping criterion.

options.stoprule.type = 'DP';

options.stoprule.taudelta = tau*delta;

[x,info] = randkaczmarz(A,b,kmax,[],options);

k = info(2);   % Number of iterations used.
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Results for Randomized Kaczmarz Example

For some methods the residual norms do not decay monotonically.
We stop when the residual norm is below  for the first time.
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What Else Should Be Included?

 Smoothing preconditioners are needed – future work.

 More relaxation-parameter strategies and stopping rules 
would be nice – suggestions are welcome! 

 More test problems – suggestions are welcome!

 Block methods – will not be included (better suited for 
other programming languages and LARGE scale problems).

Available from www.imm.dtu.dk/~pch/AIRtools.


